That Silver Ribbon of Road©2003 by Margie Deeb(Design by Margie Deeb; execution by Margie Deeb & Frieda Bates)24kt gold plated beads, antique cut pewter beads, glass beads, suede, and acrylic.Acrylic base designed by Margie Deeb28" x 20" x 6"Margie Deeb’s passion for color and movement is the driving force in all her creations.  In “That Silver Ribbon of Road,” three independent panels of color represent the past, present, and future, as well as the subconscious, unconscious, and conscious mind. That silver ribbon of road connects them all.Dance of the Undines©2003 by Margie Deeb(Design by Margie Deeb; execution by Margie Deeb & Frieda Bates)Glass beads and rock, and acrylic.Acrylic base designed by Margie Deeb29" x 21" x 7"The element of water is personified in Undines, those ineffable, invisible beings of movement. Dance of the Undines is study of the movement of color within the movement of water.Waning Crescent©2003 by Margie DeebBeadwork by Frieda BatesWaning Crescent is a stunning example of the drama and power of analogous complementary color schemes. Tranquil blues play the dominant role, emphasizing the meditative reverie of the night drenched dreamer. One complementary accent - moonlight yellow - commands our attention. Pattern available in The Beader's Guide to Color.Spectral Tapestry©2003 by Margie DeebBeadwork by Frieda BatesAll elements of color and design in "Spectral Tapestry " are carefully arranged to lead your eye from the outer edges toward the center panel. Read more and see a close-up in The Beader's Guide to Color.The Heart of Her©1998 by Margie DeebThe Heart of Her appeared in Beadwork magazine's April/May 200 issue accompanying Margie Deeb's article "Listening to the Beads."Into the Vortex©1999 by Margie DeebDesign and loomwork by Margie DeebThe Pursuit of Beauty©1999 by Margie DeebDesign and loomwork by Margie DeebSwirling jewel tones gravitate to the pink heart of "The Pursuit of Beauty." Read more and see a close-up in The Beader's Guide to Color.Emerging Resonance©1999 by Margie DeebLoomwork by Frieda BatesOwl Flight©1999 by Margie DeebLoomwork by Frieda BatesSoft moonlight colors illuminate these mysterious owls' wings as they fly against a cobalt sky. The she-owl's wingtip escapes the edge of the design, and the male's breast feathers descend into the fringe. Loom pattern available in Out On A Loom.Horse for Franz©2003 by Margie DeebLoomwork by Frieda BatesThis color scheme is inspired by the bold, dazzling palettes of German artist, Franz Marc (1880-1916), who portrayed animals and nature in intense, bright colors. Most famous are his noble and heroic horses in the paintings Blue Horses and Horse In A Landscape. Pattern available in The Beader's Guide to Color.Butterscotch, King of Cats©1999 by Margie DeebDesign and loomwork by Margie DeebThe King of Cats demands the boldest of palettes; this one is based on the principle of complementary relationships. Violet and yellow form the foundation that enables other vivid hues to shine. Pattern available in The Beader's Guide to Color.Wonder in Borneo©2003 by Margie DeebLoomwork by Frieda BatesIn this beaded tapestry, a wide range of greens forms a backdrop for its near-complements orange and red-violet. The forests of Borneo and Indonesia are the last habitats for the endangered orangutan, an extraordinarily intelligent and peaceful great ape.Mandira©2003 by Margie DeebLoomwork by Frieda BatesThe luxurious mood is reflected in the palette, sensuous textures, and smile worn by the beguiling Mandira. Pattern available in The Beader's Guide to Color.Souad©1998 by Margie DeebLoomwork by Susie HughesThe name Souad means “those who are happy”.Layers of color and pattern and a high degree of detail are the hallmarks of this stunning mini-tapestry. The contemplative face of the young desert woman may call to mind prayer, meditation, or the secretive musings of a still, quiet happiness. The vibrant headdress continues beyond the edges to enhance the striking three-dimensional effect. Her necklace forms an important part of the design as it flows down into the fringe. Loom pattern available in Out On A Loom.Kiyoshi©2003 by Margie DeebBeadwork by Frieda BatesAs you return her steady gaze, Kiyoshi reflects the subdued, muted colors of the pensive palette. Pattern available in The Beader's Guide to Color.Nouveau©1998 by Margie DeebLoomwork by Kimberley PriceFrom the era of ragtime music, silent movies, glittering ballrooms, and opulent Atlantic crossings aboard luxury steamships, this swirling design of rose, bronze and gold will evoke the elegance of the early 20th-century.Loom pattern available in Out On A Loom.Frieda's Callas©1999 by Margie DeebBeadwork by Frieda BatesA collaboration between Frieda Bates and Margie Deeb, this complex and lovely split loom necklace depicts exquisite calla lily blooms in their different phases of life. Loom pattern available here.Lagoon©1998 by Margie DeebLoomwork by Mary TafoyaSparkling days on sunny shores, the curl of breaking waves, glittering spray... what's YOUR favorite ocean paradise? Whether it's Maui or Mykonos, Trinidad or Tahiti, this sea-themed bracelet can transport you there magically on some gray winter day. Just imagine wearing it on your sun-bronzed wrist, with a white cotton dress and a big straw hat. If you're feeling adventurous, why not repeat the bracelet pattern enough times to make a matching hatband? Loom pattern available in Out On A Loom.Floral Garden©1999 by Margie DeebBeadwork by Frieda BatesThis asymmetrical treasure is filled with bold juxtapositions of color. The purple and yellow background areas are created by alternating two colors in a checkerboard fashion. Step back and notice what depth and texture this technique gives to the finished piece.Loom pattern available in Out On A Loom.Chanin Study©2003 by Margie DeebBeadwork by Frieda BatesAn extended, complex interpretation of the analogous complementary scheme, Chanin Study was inspired by the abstract Art Deco ornamentation on the Chanin Building in New York.Strand of Fucshia and Yellow-Greenby Margie DeebAccents of magenta among the green-to-yellow analogous group are an unexpected surprise, pulsing this scheme to life. White and Dichroicby Margie Deeb based on a technique by Diane FitzgeraldZephyr Glass Pendantby Margie Deeb; glass centerpiece bead by Zephyr Glass of MinnesotaProject instructions available in The Beader's Guide to Color.Neil's Belt©1999 by Margie DeebCreated as a gift for photographer Neil Moore, who shot much of the artwork appearing in The Beader's Guide to Color.Convergence©1999 by Margie DeebForces beyond us undulate, swirl and converge in a singularity of focus. Convergence appeared on the cover of Fire Mountain Gem's 2003 catalogue.Phulkari©2003 by Margie DeebBeadwork by Frieda BatesThe foundation of this warm, spicy palette is a secondary triad. Slightly muted, lower intensity colors are lifted by a bright note of yellow-orange, reminiscent of curry.Considered the finest of all rural based handicrafts from the Punjab region of India and Pakistan, phulkari means "flower working." It des-cribes the extraordinary floral motifs embroidered on handspun cotton to embellish head cloths, shawls and bed coverings.The phulkari stitch derives its richness from the unique placement of the darning stitch. It may be vertical, horizontal and diagonal, but never curved.Pattern available in The Beader's Guide to Color.Radiant Rings©2003 by Margie DeebBeadwork by Frieda BatesThis 8-color analogous palette ranges from a tint of orange to a shade of violet. Warm and rich, it surprises with a splash of bright orange smack-dab in the middle of violet.Pattern available in The Beader's Guide to Color
